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Summary 

‐ Rally continues but dampened by new Covid-19 outbreaks 

‐ European Union’s taxonomy for sustainable investment products approved by European Parliament 

‐ Fund outperformance helped by allocation effects 

‐ Stock selection strong in NXP and ASML, Guangdong a detractor 

‐ Well-positions to meet the European Union’s new sustainable finance disclosure obligations 

 

Market developments 

Global equities started off strongly in June, before giving up about half of the gains due to a resurgence of new Covid-19 cases 

in parts of the US and elsewhere. Investors continued to embrace risk in June. While the first leg of the rally was driven by in-

vestor sentiment and liquidity, it continued this month with the third driver of equity returns, i.e. growth, with a number of indica-

tors turning increasingly positive. This was particularly true for the US with a flurry of strong economic data surprises. Econo-

mists and analysts revised their estimates up sharply to price in a more rapid recovery in economic activity. Moreover, copper 

prices, a barometer of global growth, rose strongly in June. Conversely, policymakers continued their efforts to alleviate the im-

pact of the pandemic, with central banks cutting rates further in June. 

 

First pitched as an idea by the High Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance, the European Union’s taxonomy for sustaina-

ble investment products got the final seal of approval from European Parliament on June 18, meaning its legal foundation is 

now set in stone. The regulation will determine which financial investments can be labelled environmentally sustainable. For a 

business to be eligible, it must be proven to substantially support one of the aims of this EU taxonomy, but also do no significant 

harm to another one, and not breach minimum social safeguards. 

Portfolio review 

The number of stocks in the portfolio remained unchanged at 66. In anticipation of policy support for energy-related renovation, 

we added to companies exposed to building technologies such as Daikin and Johnson Controls. We also increased our position 

in TeamViewer. While growth in corporate subscribers continues strongly, existing customer increasingly use the services and 

start subscribing for additional functionalities. Management commented that new customers tend to stay after trial periods, a 

favorable development of the net retention rate. Furthermore, to reduce risks within the portfolio, we added to utilities such as 

American Water Works and Suez. 

Performance analysis 

The fund continued to outperform the reference index. In June, this was mostly thanks to allocation effects, contrary to the situa-

tion in May. While we benefited from an inherently low exposure to the weak sectors healthcare and energy, we offset the poor 

sector performance of utilities with favourable stock selection, which led to a positive contribution. Conversely, within the high-

performing information technology sector in June, where we have a large exposure, our stock selection was a detractor. How-

ever, selection contributed very well within the industrials sector, particularly our holding in NXP, and ASML. NXP benefited 

from improving macroeconomic data as well as a gradual recovery of global automotive demand. ASML, little affected by the 

pandemic so far, should see rising demand for its equipment as memory chip manufacturers like Micron have reported positive 

results pointing to strong trends in data centre/cloud and solid DRAM and NAND memory sales in the second half of 2020. On 

the other hand, Guangdong caused the biggest detraction amid the uncertainty regarding a renegotiation of its most important 

water contract in the coming months. While depressed revenues from its department store and hotels are widely expected, low 

electricity sales and toll road income may also persist for longer. 

Outlook  

The EU taxonomy is an important step for investors; while the hurdles for asset managers selling sustainable investment prod-

ucts will rise, corporations will also have to report on their businesses. For activities to be eligible, they must be related to one of 

six areas: climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation, sustainable use and protection of water and marine re-

sources, the circular economy, pollution prevention and control, or the fostering of biodiversity. These business activities are 
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very well aligned with the pillars of our fund. We believe that many of the fund’s holdings are already active in these businesses, 

and often among the top leaders. As such, a large portion should be eligible under the new reporting requirement. In addition, 

the companies should benefit from the EU Green Deal’s stated investment goals. Therefore, the Vontobel Fund - Clean Tech-

nology should be well-positioned in this environment.  
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 Performance (in %) 

 

Net returns  Rolling 12-month net returns  

EUR  Fund  Index  Start date  End date  Fund Index 

MTD 2.2  1.7  01.07.2019   30.06.2020   10.0  4.3 

YTD -1.4  -5.8  01.07.2018  28.06.2019  9.6  9.0  

2019  36.7  30.0  01.07.2017  29.06.2018  0.1  8.5  

3 years p.a.  6.4  7.2  01.07.2016  30.06.2017  19.0  15.1  

5 years p.a.   6.9  6.7  01.07.2015  30.06.2016  -2.9  -2.5  

10 years p.a.  10.4  10.9 Index: MSCI World Index TR net EUR  

Since launch 

p.a.  

12.4  11.8  

Launch Date 17.11.2008  Share class: I 

  ISIN: LU0384405949  

 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future performance. Performance data does not take into account any 

commissions and costs charged when shares of the fund are issued and redeemed, if applicable. The return of the fund may go 

down as well as up due to changes in the rates of exchange between currencies.  

 

 

Disclaimer 

This marketing document was produced for institutional clients, for distribution in AT, CH, DE, ES, FI, FR, GB, IT, LI, LU, NL, 

NO, PT, SE, SG (Professional Investors only). 

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell 

shares of the fund/fund units or any investment instruments, to effect any transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind 

whatsoever. Subscriptions of shares of the fund should in any event be made solely on the basis of the fund's current sales pro-

spectus (the “Sales Prospectus”), the Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”), its articles of incorporation and the most re-

cent annual and semi-annual report of the fund and after seeking the advice of an independent finance, legal, accounting and 

tax specialist. This document is directed only at recipients who are institutional clients such as eligible counterparties or profes-

sional clients as defined by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EC (“MiFID”) or similar regulations in other 

jurisdictions. 

In particular, we wish to draw your attention to the following risks: Investments in the securities of emerging-market countries 

may exhibit considerable price volatility and – in addition to the unpredictable social, political and economic environment – may 

also be subject to general operating and regulatory conditions that differ from the standards commonly found in industrialized 

countries. The currencies of emerging-market countries may exhibit wider fluctuations. Investments in derivatives are often ex-

posed to the risks associated with the underlying markets or financial instruments, as well as issuer risks. Derivatives tend to 

carry more risk than direct investments. There is no guarantee that all sustainability criteria will always be met for every invest-

ment. Negative impact on subfund's performance possible due to pursuing sustainable economic activity rather than a conven-

tional investment policy. Investment universe may involve investments in countries where the local stock exchanges may not yet 

qualify as recognized stock exchanges.   

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future performance.  

Performance data does not take into account any commissions and costs charged when shares of the fund are issued and re-

deemed, if applicable. The return of the fund may go down as well as up due to changes in rates of exchange between curren-

cies. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease and there is no guarantee that all or part of your 

invested capital can be redeemed. 

Interested parties may obtain the above-mentioned documents free of charge from the authorized distribution agencies and 

from the offices of the fund at 11-13 Boulevard de la Foire, L-1528 Luxembourg, the paying agent in Austria Erste Bank der oes-

terreichischen Sparkassen AG, Graben 21, A-1010 Vienna, the representative in Switzerland: Vontobel Fonds Services AG, 

Gotthardstrasse 43, 8022 Zurich, the paying agent in Switzerland: Bank Vontobel AG, Gotthardstrasse 43, 8022 Zurich, the 

paying agent in Germany: B. Metzler seel. Sohn & Co. KGaA, Grosse Gallusstrasse 18, 60311 Frankfurt/Main, the paying agent 

in Liechtenstein: Liechtensteinische Landesbank AG, Städtle 44, FL-9490 Vaduz. Refer for more information on the fund to the 

latest prospectus, annual and semi-annual reports as well as the key investor information documents (“KIID”). These documents 

may also be downloaded from our website at vontobel.com/am.In Spain, funds authorized for distribution are recorded in the 

register of foreign collective investment companies maintained by the Spanish CNMV (under number 280). The KIID can be 

obtained in Spanish from Vontobel Asset Management S.A., Spain Branch, Paseo de la Castellana, 95, Planta 18, E-28046 
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Madrid or electronically from atencionalcliente@vontobel.es. The KIID is available in Finnish. The KIID is available in French. 

The fund is authorized to the commercialization in France since 13-NOV-08. Refer for more information on the funds to the Doc-

ument d’Information Clé pour l’Investisseur (DICI). The funds authorized for distribution in the United Kingdom can be viewed in 

the FCA register under the Scheme Reference Number 466625. This information was approved by Vontobel Asset Manage-

ment SA, London Branch, which has its registered office at Third Floor, 22 Sackville Street, London W1S 3DN and is authorized 

by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Au-

thority (FCA). Details about the extent of regulation by the FCA are available from Vontobel Asset Management SA, London 

Branch, on request. The KIID can be obtained in English from Vontobel Asset Management SA, London Branch, Third Floor, 22 

Sackville Street, London W1S 3DN or downloaded from our website vontobel.com/am. Refer for more information regarding 

subscriptions in Italy to the Modulo di Sottoscrizione. For any further information: Vontobel Asset Management S.A., Milan 

Branch, Piazza degli Affari 3, 20123 Milano, telefono: 0263673444, e-mail clientrelation@vontobel.it. The Fund and its subfunds 

are included in the register of Netherland's Authority for the Financial Markets as mentioned in article 1:107 of the Financial 

Markets Supervision Act (“Wet op het financiële toezicht”). The KIID is available in Norwegian. Please note that certain sub-

funds are exclusively available to qualified investors in Andorra or Portugal. The KIID is available in Swedish. The fund and its 

subfunds are not available to retail investors in Singapore. Selected subfunds of the fund are currently recognized as restricted 

schemes by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. These subfunds may only be offered to certain prescribed persons on certain 

conditions as provided in the “Securities and Futures Act”, Chapter 289 of Singapore. The fund is not authorized by the Secur i-

ties and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. It may only be offered to those investors qualifying as professional investors under 

the Securities and Futures Ordinance. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in 

Hong Kong. You are advised to exercise caution and if you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you 

should obtain independent professional advice. This information was approved by Vontobel Asset Management Asia Pacific 

Ltd., which has its registered office at 1901 Gloucester Tower, The Landmark 15 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong.   

This document is not the result of a financial analysis and therefore the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” 

of the Swiss Bankers Association are not applicable. Vontobel Asset Management AG, its affiliates and/or its board of directors, 

executive management and employees may have or have had interests or positions in, or traded or acted as market maker in 

relevant securities. Furthermore, such entities or persons may have executed transactions for clients in these instruments or 

may provide or have provided corporate finance or other services to relevant companies. 

The MSCI data is for internal use only and may not be redistributed or used in connection with creating or offering any securi-

ties, financial products or indices. Neither MSCI nor any other third party involved in or related to compiling, computing or creat-

ing the MSCI data (the “MSCI Parties”) makes any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such data 

(or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and the MSCI Parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, 

accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to such data. Without limiting any of the 

foregoing, in no event shall any of the MSCI Parties have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or 

any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  

Although Vontobel Asset Management AG (“Vontobel”) believes that the information provided in this document is based on reli-

able sources, it cannot assume responsibility for the quality, correctness, timeliness or completeness of the information con-

tained in this document. Except as permitted under applicable copyright laws, none of this information may be reproduced, 

adapted, uploaded to a third party, linked to, framed, performed in public, distributed or transmitted in any form by any process 

without the specific written consent of Vontobel. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Vontobel will not be liable in any way 

for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or access to this information, or Vontobel’s failure to provide this infor-

mation. Our liability for negligence, breach of contract or contravention of any law as a result of our failure to provide this infor-

mation or any part of it, or for any problems with this information, which cannot be lawfully excluded, is limited, at our option and 

to the maximum extent permitted by law, to resupplying this information or any part of it to you, or to paying for the resupply of 

this information or any part of it to you. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be distributed in any jurisdiction where its 

distribution may be restricted by law. Persons who receive this document should make themselves aware of and adhere to any 

such restrictions. In particular, this document must not be distributed or handed over to US persons and must not be distributed 

in the USA.  
Vontobel Asset Management AG 

Gotthardstrasse 43, 8022 Zürich 

Switzerland 

T +41 58 283 71 11, info@vontobel.com 

vontobel.com/am 


